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APPROACH EXPERIMENTSSUMMARY
The goal of the project is to implement a replicable pipeline that allows:
● Easy ingestion of YouTube transcripts into an Elasticsearch instance.
● Generate segmented sampled data for annotation by media researchers.
● Predicting a hate speech score for a YouTube video containing 

Anti-Immigrant hate speech.

MOTIVATION
GOAL: To build an end-to-end replicable pipeline that streamlines fetching 
data from potentially hateful YouTube videos, annotate it through experts, 
followed by training a hate speech classifier which generates a hate score.

● Hate directed at different target groups can have highly nuanced and 
subtle connotations. 
 

● A one-model-fit-all solution is bound to underperform in detecting such 
fine-grained features in the text. 

● A recipe that can be followed to tackle different categories of hate. Utilize an 
existing pre-trained language model trained on hate speech text and finetune 
it for a specific target group.

● Run optimized experiments to obtain the best collection of 
hyperparameters for a specific target group using Wandb.

Wandb Bayes optimization performance chart for multiple combinations of parameters for best sweep

Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC), which 
measures the association of binary variables, was 
utilized to compare model performance since its 
highly applicable for similar imbalanced datasets 
(78.5% non-hate).

1) Baseline Model: Fine-tune pre-trained language 
models using annotated dataset with threshold of 
0.5.

2) Calibrate Threshold: Set the threshold to 
extremely low values (<0.2) while assigning labels to 
catch the subtle hate in speech.

3) Upsampling of Minority Class: Add random 
samples of the minority class in the training dataset 
to decrease class imbalance while training models.
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Model MCC F1 (%)

BERT 0 44.1

RoBERTa 0 44.1

HateBERT 0.25 76.9
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Model MCC F1 (%)

BERT 0 44.1

RoBERTa 0.38 62.2

HateBERT 0.40 65.8

YouTube-API

Model MCC F1 (%)

BERT 0.52 75.8

RoBERTa 0.38 77.2

HateBERT 0.55 81.2

- Review Kibana 
dashboards to 
discover segment 
patterns.

- Sample 10 
segments with 
and without 
keyword phrases 
from each video.

- Generate file to 
be annotated by 
media 
researchers.

- Searchable 
Elasticsearch 
with text 
tokenization & 
lemmatization.

- Interactive 
Kibana 
dashboards to 
visualize 
statistics based 
on keyword 
phrases.

- Run experiments 
for hyperparameter 
tuning on AWS 
EC2 GPU instance.

- Data stored in 
AWS S3 buckets 
and managed using 
DVC.

- Average hate 
scores of segments 
to generate overall 
video hate score.

“not being told whether that is the jihadi capital of 
Europe whether it's the migrant camps of Calais where 
I was spat at had my arms dislocated, whether it is the 
homeless problem that you have on Skid Row now 
spreading out Santa Monica where I was yesterday …”

INFERENCE ON TOXIC BERT

toxic 0.002

insult 0.000

obscene 0.000

identity_hate 0.000

threat 0.000

severe_toxic 0.000
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